School of Business
Özyeğin University, Istanbul, Turkey

Operations Management Faculty Position

The School of Business at Özyeğin University, Istanbul, Turkey invites applications at all levels for a faculty position in Operations Management, starting Fall 2021.

Candidates for assistant professor are expected to hold a Ph.D. or close to completing and defending their dissertation. They should show the potential to publish in top journals (indicated by manuscripts submitted to or being in higher rounds of revision at top tier journals) and to deliver quality teaching at both undergraduate and graduate level. Candidates for senior positions must have a Ph.D. and an established record of publications in top tier journals, along with evidence of high-quality teaching. Candidates from all operations management related fields will be considered. Both empirical and analytical research orientations are encouraged.

Salary, compensations and teaching loads are internationally competitive and commensurate with rank and qualifications.

Özyeğin University (OzU) is a private, not-for-profit institution located at the crossroads of Europe and Asia. OzU is strongly research oriented and stands out in the region thanks to its third-generation university vision and its international character. First, OzU faculty generates top-level research, which also creates value in society (i.e rigor and relevance; science and entrepreneurship). Second, all programs are in English for full-time and exchange students from around the world, taught by international faculty and Turkish faculty with Ph.D.s from abroad. Finally, OzU has thriving and impactful centers that connect directly with business. More information about the department, the faculty, and their research can be found at http://www.ozyegin.edu.tr

Candidates should submit: 1) a cover letter, 2) curriculum vitae, 3) teaching and research statements, 4) one or more representative publications or working papers (up to five papers), 5) list of courses taught and course evaluations, and 6) complete contact information of at least three professional references. Please submit applications to Dr. Eylem Koca (eylem.koca@ozyegin.edu.tr). Review of applications will start immediately and continue on an ongoing basis until the position is filled.